ABSTRACT. In the present paper the class P, [a, M] consisting offunctions f(z)= z+ , akzk(n > 1), k=n+l which are analytic in the unit disc E (z Izl < 1) and satisfy the condition If(z)+ azf"(z) 11 < M is introduced. By using the method of differential subordination the properties of the class P, [a, M] are discussed.
( ) Let f(z) and g(z) be analytic in E. Then we say that the function g(z) is subordinate to f(z) in E if there exists an analytic function w(z) in E such that Iw(z)l < 1 (z E) and g(z) f(w(z)) For this relation the symbol g(z) -< f(z) is used. In case f(z) is univalent in E we have that the subordination g(z) -< f(z) is equivalent to g(0) f(0) and g(E) C f(E).
In this paper, we shall use the method of differential subordination [2] to obtain certain properties of the class P,, [a, M].
MAIN RESULTS
In order to give our main results, we need the following lemma.
LEMMA [1] . Let p(z) a + p,z + (n > 1) be analytic in E and let h(z) be convex univalent fh(t)t-ldt ACKNOWLEDGMENT.
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